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Compliance risk assessment report template

Table of Contents Note to readers: This template could be used for a compliance risk assessment survey. Customizing this template is necessary to better reflect business needs. This step is designed to identify current policies, training/training and procedures that exist now to ensure compliance with the above-mentioned law. (Example
— compliance with wage and hourly laws). Please reply as clearly and concisely as possible; the aim is to provide a full and transparent disclosure of our current practices. This step is not to lay the blame; this step is designed to identify current controls. Written policy Does [your biz name] have a written policy to ensure compliance with
the above-mentioned law? ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Principle name: _____________________________________________________Training_ ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Describe education: _______ Who is trained? _____ ☐ Y ☐ N How is the completion of the training documented? _____ How is the training carried out? ☐ Informal
(training at work) ☐ Formal ☐ Both How often are training carried out? ______ _____ ☐ Y ☐ N If yes: Identify how education is independent is verified: ______________________________________________________Compliance_ ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Name of procedures:
_______________________________________________________Disclosure_ ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Describe the disclosure/report to be submitted: ____ (once, yearly, etc.) ______ Who archives the report? _____ ☐ Y ☐ N If yes: Identify who independently reviews: ____ Identify how the report is independently audited: ___
_____________________________________________________Data_ ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Describe data collected: _______ (once, annual, etc.) ______ ☐ Y ☐ N If yes: Identify who independently reviews: _____ Identify how data is independently audited: _____ Provide information about data collection not provided above:
________________________________________________________Physical_ ☐ Y ☐ N ☐ N/A If yes: Describe inspection: ____ _____ (once, annual, etc.) ______ ☐ Y ☐ N If yes: Identify who: _______ Describe the scope of independent review: ___inspektionsinformation not provided above: ______
________________________________________________Operational Control What other operational controls are available to ensure compliance with the law? ____ While I wait for my time with BOD every quarter, I get to go through some of the goodies I've picked up on CBANC.. I was just going through this, and the tears were
gushing in my eyes. This may be one of the most beautiful documents I've ever seen! I've done these regulatory break downs for SOX, UCC, FASB, Fed Circular, and the parts of USC and CFR, but haven't gotten to the individual regs beyond the main charts we all make and improve to have everyone on hand..... I've broken down a few
things before to demonstrate for example, the bear that is Reg Z, but this.... Sigh. From one compliance geek, to I'm guessing another.... wonderful work that deserves kudos!! Kudos!!
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